Abstract-The peer-reviewed articles and textual data are main source of data in biology. Text mining is solution to extract information from textual data sources that are usually in bulky quantities, messy and disorganized. Dealing with this situation needs to deploy innovative methods and techniques. In this paper, we identify the current heavily used methods for biomedical text mining, their capabilities and developments, some proposed solution and how to evaluate performance. Biomedical specific challenges in text mining context have been studied with respect to proposed answers and then main future trends based on current needs and requirements have been discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The size of available biology researches, and consequently the underlying knowledge, is growing at a high rate. After completion human genome sequencing in early 2000s, the adding of detailed genetic records to biomedical researchers, made the condition even more intense. An essential issue of research in biology informatics is how to use effectively of the great quantity of biological data to develop biological systems.
Scientific literature in biology is the most important and reliable source of knowledge and information. At the moment, technical advances and specialized competitions with the aid of high-throughput technologies provided a huge amount of articles, which keeping up with them is practically impossible.
Using computer aided automatic processing of texts, text mining, is a promising solution that helps experts with dramatically quick data processing within limited time consuming. In this field, the main aim of text mining exploitation is information retrieval and knowledge extraction from biology textual sources to promote new discoveries and help field experts in using them in realistic diagnosis, prevention and treatment.
This paper reviews current works on biology text mining with introducing some challenges and problems that are being addressed frequently and upcoming trends and issues.
II. BIOMEDICAL TEXT MINING: METHODS AND SCOPE
Text mining technology detects unstructured textual sources to find out patterns and knowledge. It uses some multidiscipline rules base on Data Mining, Natural Language Processing and Information Retrieval. It seems that text mining roll is similar to data mining and Information Retrieval; however there is significant distinctions between text mining with others mentioned disciplines. While Text mining works on none or semi structural texts, Data mining tasks focused more on the pre-structured data and Information Retrieval is the process of discovering information in databases that previously exists. From this point of view, in spite of text mining, none of the two others have any novelty in production as output [1] .
Text mining in biology typically focused on methods and tools on natural language processing [2] . Due to the difficulty taxonomy and nomenclature in biology, proteins and genes name detection as information retrieval blocks, have obtained more interest [3] . On the next upcoming sections, we review main methods and trends in text mining in biology.
A. Entity name detection
Named entity recognition in biology (NER) detects substrings in texts and maps them to predefined classes (knowledge models) like diseases, proteins and events. A typically NER systems are rule-based systems that use an expert annotated corpora. Some attempt, for example Sandler et al. [4] , tried to make list by automatically generated methods. Nevertheless in most cases, unprocessed automatically generated list, don't improve NER overall performance except for those that their initial performance were abnormally poor [5] . Instances of entity name detection are presented like Abner [6] that detects terms in deferent classes in the vein of DNA, Protein, Cell type, cell line and RNA. Whatizit [7] is another one that works on Web interface.
Whilst NER methods try to classify biological entities in text, some other methods proposed to allocate entities classes to biological entities based on text sets that they come about (for example [8] ).
B. Relation Identification between biomedical entities
Relation Identification between entities is the main objective of text mining in bioinformatics after entity name recognizing. Collecting sentences and text that entities have Co-occurrence in them, is the simplest method to relation detection in biology. While statistics of cooccurrence has high recall output, its accuracy is poor enough to experts to use this method as a baseline in comparison with other methods [9] .Getting more precision in Relation Identification, needs sophisticated Patternbased methods. In this type of methods, corpus aggregated patterns can utilized to detect text more effectively [10, 11] . One of the areas in this field that studied heavily is PPI, protein-protein interactions. Network Graphical depiction is one of the relation representations that used for PPI that in which nods used as proteins and edges as verbs [12] .
Paying more attention to structural syntax is another trend to achieve more complicated Relation Identification applications [13] . Using dependency trees to depiction of grammatical relations between words, phrases and other parts of sentences has been used in this method. The other trendy approach to relation identification is kernel-based [14] .
Although some argued in some cases of information retrieval, that simple methods have better performance on large corpora than sophisticated and computationally advanced methods on small corpora [15] , but recent computational capabilities growth makes it sensible to utilize complicated algorithms even on very large corpora (for example [16] ).
Form of relation that is under detection, is an important issue in text mining in biology. Although different type of relations that have been addressed in related studies are including genes-proteins, gene-disease, protein binding, mutations, protein point mutations and phenotypic context [2] , relations between proteins have been studied more [17] .
As instances tools in action, FACTA [18] as a cooccurrence tool, proposed by Tsuruoka and coworkers. BioGene [19] is a gene prioritization tool that uses cooccurrence. Jelier and coworkers proposed Anni [20] that instead of co-occurrence deploys textual profiles to term relationship detection. Other example of tools is iHOP [21] , which proposed as PPI tool.
III. EVALUATION OF TEXT MINING IN BIOINFORMATICS
Evaluation is a very active part of research on natural language automatic processing. For outcome quality assessment of text mining process, the most usual measure is F-measure that works in harmony with two other metrics, Precision and recall [22] .
Precision is the ratio of the facts that are correctly extracted by the system (namely, true positive (TP)) over all the facts extracted by the system. The facts that are incorrectly extracted are called false positive (FP). Recall is the ratio of TP facts over the facts that are annotated on the corpus as true examples.
According these definitions, High precision shows we succeed in finding more right answers than wrongs. In comparison, high recall shows we retrieved main part of looking and desirable ones that we were looking. Both high recall and high precision are wanted with together that reflects in high F-measure.
It should be minded that F-measure is not an unconditional measure. For example a lower F-measure output, could be result of harder task, not poor performance. In addition, some applications show different results on different style of texts. One solution for this problem is filtering the initial data collection by using text mining that improves the final result [12] .
By user point of view, deciding on most appropriate application on specific domain or problem is a very difficult task, unless using a well designed and manipulated benchmarking study that compares applications performance on the similar data collection. One solution scenario is come upon experimental characterizations, where different technologies can show comparable outcome.
There have been some assessment challenges for text mining and information retrieval approaches in particular for biology. KDD Challenge Cup is a general Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining that has just one time subject about evaluations for text mining in biology, 2002. Its field is general on data mining.
TREC Genomics Track ran from 2003 to 2007. TREC activity is organized into question-answering, multi-lingual information retrieval, searching the Web, and retrieve interactively. The track has a core task, which is -ad hoc‖ search-the search for documents relevant to an arbitrary (biological) topic, from a data base of documents. It also has experimental tasks that may change each year [23] .
For BioCreAtIvE, the explicit goal of the Critical evaluation of Information mining in Biology was to assess the advanced and novel information extraction in biology, based on problems of importance to the biology community. A team of computer scientists and biologists/bioinformaticians developed the evaluation.
BioNLP is an evaluation focused on a shared task in bioentity recognition. At first it held on 2004. This work built on the GENIA-annotated corpus that is being prepared at Tokyo University [24] .
BioNLP Shared Task has started from 2009 as a new competition by Tsujii Laboratory Supervisory. As a part of The GENIA project [25] . The second BioNLP Shared Task will be holding on 2011 [26] .
IV. CHALLENGES OF TEXT MINING IN BIOINFORMATICS
Entities name detection aim is finding interested items in textual sources and classify them in defined classes like gene and protein. One of the challenges of finding entities in text occurs during determination of boundaries in start and end of names and assigning them in proper class.
Clarifying process of entities identification is known as normalization and because of ambiguity nature of biology taxonomy is needed to make a distinction between dissimilar meanings of the entities name.
Some reasons of ambiguity in NER in bioinformatics are as follows; first, due to continually increasing number of newly found gene names, it is hard to detect all of them, specifically when inconsistency occurs [27] . Second, there is not a standard method to name genes. Some prefer to use abbreviations because of their limitation in length that leads to increasing of ambiguity [28] . Third, there is in some degree of similarity between terminologies of gene/protein names and others like organs and cells [29] .
To solve such problems, experts provide collections of terms for text miners. These collections are then used to training purpose of mining softwares so that softwares deploy experts' knowledge while mining biological text. This method named -teaching by example‖ or -supervised training‖ heavily has been used in text mining tasks. Supervised training collections are not just a simple list of entities name. In some cases they included synonyms and relations between names. These synonyms and relations values come when make links entities name to other sources like PUBMED. In particular, for gene names clarifying, some solutions have been presented (for example see [16] ).
Another natural solution for performance improving of NER is integration of different kind of machine learning algorithms. Since different kind of machine learning algorithms have been used in NER, like Markov model [30] or support vector machine [31] , joining of several NER algorithms, shows improvement in recognition results [27] .
Another challenge of text mining in bioinformatics is having lots of abbreviations and acronyms. Acronyms always have been used as symbols of genes owing to their short form and this adds to uncertainty of the gene taxonomy. For instance in the unified medical language system (UMLS) defined abbreviations have 80% of occurrences ambiguous with MEDLINE (Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System Online) [32] . Using specific algorithms that are able to detect abbreviations/acronyms could be a solution for this issue. Even though some methods have been proposed to detect abbreviations/acronyms, only limited number of them have satisfied outcome [33] .
Relation Identification main challenge is that current text mining systems cannot extract most important relations efficiently in full text article cases [34] . Main reasons for this even are as follows; First, entity names may be dissimilar than the names that comes in selection texts or abstracts. The context that name appear in that, may affect the proper meaning of entity name, for example in different species. Second, due to the fact that using lots of abbreviations, synonyms and acronyms is normal in biomedical texts is normal, in some cases relation analysis is practically very difficult. Using noun phrases or compound nouns makes the situation even worst. The third cause is the fact that usually text mining systems face problems when they try to extract relations, in case that relations state in more than one sentence.
In many conditions, implementation of text mining in biomedical field is another challenging matter. The significant components of domain texts published to be read or understand not by machine but human. In most cases, texts are messier than be retrieved effectively by computer. To address of this problem, some publishers, like BioMed, provide XML format of their publications that is more machine-readable. Some others, like FEBS Letters journal, introduced their text-mining embedding system (TMSs) on process of submission manuscript that makes structural digital abstract with a semi-automatically method [35] . Text-mining technology could use latest advances to apply using TMS to full text instead of abstracts. Nevertheless some issues remain unsolved. [36] .
V. FUTURE TRENDS OF TEXT-MINING IN BIOINFORMATICS

A. Full Text implementation
B. Being more user focused
At the moment, Current text mining tools are not good at interactive systems that users can adopt easily [37] .Their inventors mostly are not good enough in construction interactive tools in spite of their proficiency in text analyzing. Recently, there is heavy demand for applications that their deployment need as less as possible of NLP technology and text mining process knowledge. To achieving this aim, we need high-level interactive tools with adaptive ability with user demands [36] . Extension of PubMed-EX browser is one of these kinds of tools [38] .
C. Data Integration
In most cases Bioinformatics experts required data that located in different databases, information repositories and web servers. However, many of them present data in heterogeneous subsets [39] . As a result, integration of biomedical data from multiple heterogeneous data sources is a very critical issue. Although researchers have developed some solutions to face this based on two main approaches, centralization and decentralization, but satisfactory solution never presented, in particular in case of complicated queries [36] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we considered most important issues of Text Mining in Bioinformatics in past and current and described future trends. Novel high throughput methods in bioinformatics require text mining capabilities to deal with.
However deploying full potential of text mining until now is untouched. Goals like full text processing, complex multidimensional articles mining and information retrieval from multiple heterogeneous sources are ways ahead of researchers in this field.
